Polar coordinates of a Kendrew model of ~chymotrypsin (~-CHT) have been measured with a surveyor's transit and a cathetometer to a high degree of accuracy and precision. Bond distances calculated independently for more than 200 independent aminoacid residues have standard deviations of 0.10 A or less, the torsion angle co has a standard error of 7 °, and the z angle is precise to 3 ° . The measured coordinates of about 1800 non-hydrogen atoms of one molecule of the e-CHT dimer fit a set of idealized polypeptide coordinates with a r.m.s, deviation of 0.17 A, while the average deviation is 0.15 A.
Introduction
Coordinate measurement of a Kendrew model of a macromolecule is usually a prerequisite to further refinement by computer methods. With the advent of interactive computer graphics facilities, Tsernoglou, Petsko, McQueen & Hermans (1977) have demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining a set of molecular coordinates by-passing the stage of building a Kendrew model. However, such facilities are not commonly available and might even prove to be difficult to use with maps of lesser quality and of more complicated systems. Moreover, it is at times desirable to have a physical model for further studies of a macromolecule or for various other pedagogical reasons. Thus, a rapid, convenient and accurate technique to record coordinates of such a model would be useful especially ifit is to be further refined.
We are involved with a study of the structure of ~chymotrypsin (~-CHT) at 1.8 ~ resolution (Raghavan & Tulinsky, 1979) with the aim of assessing the structural differences between the two independent molecules of the asymmetric unit (Tulinsky, Vandlen, Morimoto, Mani & Wright, 1973) . The phase-extended 1.8 A resolution map of ~-CHT permits an excellent fit of a model to the density. Accurate coordinates are thus required to transfer the model structure faithfully for further refinement without loss, owing to idealization of coordinates, of significant structural features present in the map that have been incorporated into the Kendrew model. * NSF Pre-doctoral Fellow, 1976 JAC 14 6* 0021-8898/81/060439-05501.00
We considered the use of a plumb line too imprecise and unsatisfactory to achieve our purpose. We had previously measured the coordinates of a model of ~-CHT based on a 2.8 .& resolution map from a calibrated grid inserted in the Richards box (Richards, 1968) at the same depth as the atom to be measured but this method was rejected for the same reason. On the other hand, more precise and accurate methods appeared to involve considerable time in the design and construction of a measuring device (Salemme & Fehr, 1972) . We have found a satisfactory compromise and solution to the problem by successfully employing a surveyor's transit as a coordinate measuring instrument. The transit is capable of high accuracy and precision and is conveniently complemented by a laboratory cathetometer. Together, these two instruments measure the polar coordinates of a Kendrew model very accurately and reproducibly.
Experimental
The geometry of the measurement of the atomic positions of a Kendrew model with a surveyor's transit is shown in Fig. 1 (Kendrew, Dickerson, Strandberg, Hart, Davies, Phillips & Shore, 1960; Perutz, 1965; Birktoft & Blow, 1972; Saul, Amzel & Poljak, 1978) .
A. The transit
The transit used in the present work was a David White/Path Model TR303 made by Fuji-Koh of Japan. This transit has a 27 x power telescope with cross hairs (minimum focal distance 1.7 m) mounted on rotatable horizontal and vertical circles. The two circles can be locked and moved with tangent screws, which provide a fine adjustment, or they can be unlocked to rotate freely. The divisions of the horizontal circle are in 20' of arc (0-33 °) with a vernier reading to 20" (0.006~); those of the vertical circle are 30' (0.5 ° ) and 1' (0.017% respectively. The magnification of the cathetometer telescope is similar to that of the transit and the height range is 1 m with a vernier measurement capable of 0.05 mm.
B. The measurements
The actual measurement by the transit or cathetometer is accomplished by sighting the telescope cross hairs as closely as possible to the intersection of the Kendrew model rods representing the various bonds between atoms. An exception is the carbonyl oxygen positions, which are measured at the terminus of the rod representing the carbon-oxygen bond. All heights recorded by the cathetometer are corrected for the height of the transit above the origin of the cathetometer. This height is found as the cathetometer vernier reading when the cathetometer telescope is viewing directly into the eyepiece of the transit with both telescopes leveled. With care, this measurement is reproducible to _+ 1 mm.
Angular measurements were made to the nearest minute of arc so that the horizontal and vertical angle measurements might have comparable precision. These measurements are reproducible to + 1' by different observers and reproducible virtually to the minute by the same observer. At a distance of 2 m, a one minute uncertainty in angular position corresponds to a deviation of about _+0.6 mm (0.03 A) in atomic position. This correlates approximately with errors expected from the dimensions of the model itself: the diameter of the model parts is about 2.5 mm or about 4 x the uncertainty; it is possible to reproduce the position of the cross hair to about 1/5 the diameter of the rods. However, when the line of sight is not perpendicular to the bonds of an atom, it becomes progressively more difficult to estimate the position of the intersection of two bonds and the uncertainty in atomic position increases, perhaps by up to a factor of two.
Sometimes an atom is partially obscured because of intervening model parts. It most cases, it is still possible to obtain a reliable measurement by noting the two bonds which intersect at the desired atomic position and visually extrapolating to their (non-visible) intersection point. Only rarely does such an indirect determination yield a result which affects the ideal geometry as noted on a graphics display of the measured coordinates (planar peptides and aromatic rings, tetrahedral angles, etc.). In fact, it is surprising that such problems are not encountered more often with our Kendrew model of 241 residue complexity. An atom is completely obscured approximately once every three residues and only about 20% of these atoms had to be disregarded because of an unacceptable coordinate. Thus, about 15 atom coordinates were unmeasurable owing to such problems. In principle, it is possible simply to reposition the transit and/or cathetometer so that such atoms are no longer obscured. On the other hand, careful positioning of the transit and cathetometer at the beginning of a series of measurements can avoid such difficulties. Finally, the transit and cathetometer telescopes can 'focus around' intervening model parts that are far from the plane of focus so that more atoms are visible through the telescopes than to the eye.
C. Coordinate calculation and transfornmtion
The measured polar coordinates are converted to Cartesian coordinates according to
where y is the height measurement, h is the height of the transit telescope above the origin of the cathetometer scale and q~ and 7~ are the horizontal and vertical polar angles, respectively. The problem which remains is to convert these Cartesian coordinates, referred to an arbitrary origin and based on a general orientation with respect to the axes of the unit cell of the crystal, to Cartesian coordinates based rationally on unit-cell axes. In the present monoclinic case, the latter Cartesian coordinates are taken as: x parallel to a, y parallel to b, and z parallel to e*.
The transformation can be accomplished in two steps: (1) measurement of the unit-cell origin coordinates in the transit frame and subtraction of these from each of the atomic coordinates to refer the coordinates to the unit-cell origin and (2) multiplication of the origin-shifted coordinates by a rotation matrix that will rotate the transit x axis (~0 = 0 °) into crystallographic a, y into b, and z into e*.
Two aspects of our Richards box prevented proceeding in such a straightforward fashion. Firstly, the position of the unit-cell origin was outside the frame which contains the molecule (O of Fig. 2) and was thus inaccessible for direct measurement. Secondly, the direction a was not readily measurable, whereas a* was, the latter being perpendicular to the half-silvered mirror (a* also coincides closely with a local twofold axis relating two molecules of 0~-CHT in the asymmetric unit).
To circumvent the inaccessibility of the origin, we chose an arbitrary point on the local twofold axis for which precise unit-cell Cartesian coordinates were obtainable and designated this point the origin marker (m of Fig. 2) .
In order to perform the translation-rotation transformation the coordinates of the origin marker are measured in the transit coordinate frame and then subtracted from the transit frame coordinates of each atom (Fig. 2a ). The orientation of this new coordinate system with respect to the unit-cell axes is then found by determining the unit vectors in the transit reference frame parallel to a*, to b, and to e. In the present work, a* is perpendicular to the mirror while b and e are mutually perpendicular and parallel to the mirror. The a* direction was fixed by placing four tetrahedral Kendrew model parts in a line perpendicular to the mirror. In a similar way, five additional tetrahedra located a line parallel to e and the mirror. The coordinates of these nine tetrahedra are measured in the transit frame and orthogonal unit vectors parallel to a* and e are determined by the method of least squares. The actual angle between a* and c before orthogonalization was measured consistently to be 91 °. The unit vector parallel to b is then given by the cross product c × a*. The components of these three unit vectors can then be used to form a matrix which rotates the three transit frame axes to a set of axes parallel to a*, b and e (Fig. 2b) . The Cartesian components of the origin marker M along a*, b and e are then subtracted to refer the measured coordinates to the origin of the unit cell. Finally, the entire coordinate system is rotated by the amount fl-90 ° about b to bring x parallel to a rather than to a*, z parallel to c* rather than to e, and which leaves y unchanged and parallel to b (Fig. 2c) . Thus, the transformation can be written as
(2) where x is the atomic position in unit-cell Cartesian coordinates,/~p is the matrix for rotation of (fl-90 °) about y,/~ is the rotation matrix made up of the unit vectors parallel to a*, b and c in the transit frame, x' is the atomic position in the transit frame, t is the position of the origin marker in the transit frame and Xo is the position of the origin marker based on a*, b, and c.
A convenience of the method is that, since the transformation between transit and unit-cell Cartesian coordinates is easily programmed, there is no need for keeping the transit fixed at the same position throughout all the coordinate measurements. All that is required with each change in transit position is the remeasurement of the position of the origin marker M and of the nine marker tetrahedra along a* and c from which a new rotation matrix and translation vector are calculated. Thus, the transit position can be changed from day to day, or more often if necessary, without seriously disrupting the course of the measurements. As noted above, it is in fact desirable at times to reposition the transit so as to obtain a less obstructed view of the atoms to be measured. The cathetometer can be relocated similarly to provide an optimal view. In this case, it is necessary only to remeasure the height of the transit telescope relative to the cathetometer. We calculated Cartesian coordinates from the two transit angles and the height measurement with an interactive program operating on a Cal Data 135 computer (PDP 11/40 equivalent) which can also drive a Vector General Interactive Graphics System. The connectivity and geometry of the model was then checked by displaying a model of the measured coordinates on the Vector General display. Interatomic distances and bond angles are calculated at the same time and are used to isolate any larger measurement errors (which are remeasured) or typographical errors (which are corrected). A typical graphics display is shown in Fig. 3 .
It is possible for one person to measure and calculate the coordinates of about ten residues in four hours. Since the measurements are made with two instruments, use of a second person effectively halves this time. However, the measurements are tiring and a rest is required after a couple of hours.
D. Problem areas
Vertical angle measurements of Z less than about 10 ° have yielded Cartesian coordinates with large errors and measurements of less than 5 ° have led to coordinates so inconsistent as to be unacceptable. This is because of the functional dependence of the conversion from polar to Cartesian coordinates on 1/tanz (equation 1). The derivative of 1/tanz as Z becomes small is very large so that a small error in Z is translated into large errors in the calculated position. Bond distances of 3.5 & and greater are not uncommon when calculated from measurements involving Z angles of about 4-5 ° .
Results
of one molecule of the dimeric structure of c~-CHT fitted to a 1.8/1, resolution electron density map (Raghavan & Tulinsky, 1979) has been measured using the polar-to-Cartesian coordinate conversion method just described. This entailed the measurement of the polar coordinates of about 1800 atoms at least once. The model structure was then idealized with Diamond's model building program (Diamond, 1966) but with the standard amino-acid structure dictionary of Hendrickson and Konnert's restrained least-squares program (Sielecki, Hendrickson, Broughton, Delbaere, Brayer & James, 1979) . The torsion angles of the model structure, including those of the main chain, were first calculated from the measured coordinates and were applied to the standard amino-acid structures in building an idealized, trial structure of :~-CHT. The net effect of the guide angles was to accelerate the convergence of the minimization of the r.m.s, difference between the measured guide and calculated idealized coordinates (two-three cycles).
The r.m.s, difference between measured and idealized coordinates was 0.17 A for all atoms, while the average deviation was 0.15 A. The closeness in value of the average deviation and the r.m.s, value indicates a sharp distribution of error; of the 1510 atoms which were used as guide coordinates, 77% fit the final idealized coordinates within 0.2 A and only 2°/0 had deviations greater than 0.4 A. The largest observed difference was 0.82 A with no other deviation greater than 0.7 A. A comparison of main-chain torsion angles calculated from the measured coordinates with the values of these angles in the idealized coordinate set shows no difference greater than 20 ° between the two. Thus, the final idealized coordinates are a faithful representation of the measured coordinates which gives us confidence that the idealized structure accurately reflects the conformation of the Kendrew model as it was built. A summary of the measured geometry of the 239* peptide bonds of one molecule of c~-CHT is given in Table 1 from which it can be seen that the mean bond lengths agree well with expected values. In the search for longest and shortest bonds, all bonds were included for which the positions of both atoms could be precisely determined or reasonably estimated. Similar criteria * There was little or no electron density corresponding to residues An accurate set of Kendrew atomic model coordinates • Ser l l-Gly 12-Leu 13 of the A chain. were used for inclusion of bond angles and torsion angles, so that each average in Table 1 is the mean value of approximately 225 determinations. The observation that the average N-CA and CA-C bond lengths are slightly greater than expected while those of C-O and C-N are as expected is consistent with the fact that the N-CA and CA-C bonds are built by joining two Kendrew model pieces with a connector, while the C-O and C-N bonds are machined in a single piece. The natural error caused by the joint is to increase the bond length. While this is not evident from inspection of individual residues, the general trend is clear.
Inspection of the Ramachandran distribution calculated from the idealized coordinates shows that approximately 10~ of the residues have a conformation in the disallowed region of the plot (Ramachandran, Ramakrishnan & Sasisekharan, 1963 ). This appears to be typical (Saul, Amzel & Poljak, 1978; Freer, Alden, Carter & Kraut, 1975) and is not an indictment of the measurements or the quality of the map. Special attention will be given in further refinement to these residues so that they might adopt a more energetically favored conformation in the final structure.
